
Connecting With the Sunday Readings 
Sixteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time 

People are hungry for the meaning of life. That's apparent in today's Gospel reading where the 
crowds pursue Jesus wherever he goes. We are all seekers. In this Gospel reading Jesus and his 
"staff" are exhausted by those wanting more from them. Jesus suggests a boat ride to get away to 
a place where they can get some rest. But his plan backfires because when they arrive at the other 
side of the lake, guess what? More seekers are waiting for him. Then we hear the punch line: He 
had compassion on them, so he cancels Plan A. The crowd has needs and he must respond to 
them. 
 
How common is it that we have to change plans because other matters come to the surface. Such 
alterations visit families all the time. We plan one thing, but a child suddenly needs a ride to a 
practice. Just as we are going out the door, the phone rings. An elderly parent is lonely and wants 
to talk. Interruptions happen. Compassion rules. Isn't that the way it is?  
 

A Gospel Word for the Home 
Mark 6:30-34 
 
Brief as this Gospel is, it's filled with words for thought. It begins with a tired group of disciples. 
They had been on the road, teaching others about the message they learned from Jesus. Upon 
their return, Jesus notices their tiredness and hunger. Jesus has compassion on them. "Let's get 
away," he suggests. Off they go on the boat.  
 
But it doesn't work. The crowds are there when they reach the far shore. You can almost hear the 
disciples complain. "Oh no, they're here, too." Jesus again lets his heart dictate what's next: more 
teaching. There is a certain urgency to all this. Time is short. Let's make sure that we do what's 
most important. Here, it's the people's desire to be taught by Jesus. He responds. Sometimes one 
has to look over the situation and see if it seems the right thing to do, the most loving thing to 
do, and then do it. Parents will recognize themselves in this story. 
 
Thought for the Week 
 
In the business world, one of the most popular seminars deals with time management. Most 
know the routine by now. Step one: List priorities. Step two: Prioritize your priorities. Make a list 
starting with number one and give each priority a place in line. Then make a schedule to first do 
number one and so forth. That's sort of what Jesus did. Tired, disciples? Number one: get some 
rest. But life often gets in the way of personal planning. So we adjust. 
 
Family life is filled with meeting needs that suddenly arise. A child falls on the street and bruises a 
knee. Someone is about to bake a cake and there's no flour in the kitchen. The baby desperately 
needs a nap but can't seem to become relaxed enough to let sleep come. What's to be done? 
Whatever needs to be done at that moment, compassion overtakes, as it always must. 
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Car or Meal TalkParent Survival

One-Line Prayer

Are you a parent who takes great pride in 
doing what's planned each day? There's 
nothing wrong with that except that 
everything calling for attention does not 
always make it to the list of things to do. 
As noted already, unplanned interrup-
tions have a way of making unscheduled 
visits to families. How does all this affect 
how we feel about ourselves? For some, 
failure to achieve specified goals each day 
spells failure. That overflowing laundry 
basket begging for attention must wait 
another day. Mom and or/dad goes to 
bed defeated by the day's unexpected 
events.

Here's a tip borrowed from a sign seen in 
some homes and offices: My work 
consists of my interruptions. It's good 
advice. It reminds us that our responsibili-
ties often come in the moment. And if we 
are sensitive in the way Jesus was, we let 
what's immediate override earlier plans. 
Life is filled with surprises. So instead of 
complaining about unmet goals, cherish 
what you actually do in response to the 
needs of the moment. And if it makes you 
feel better, put those unanticipated 
chores on your list at the end of the day. 
Then check them off in a grand gesture of 
achievement.

What's the main thing you want to 
accomplish today? What happens if you 
can't do it?

God of wisdom, give us the wisdom to 
know what you want of us. Amen.
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